
 

 

May 16, 2013 
 
To: J/111 Owners & Dealers 
Fr: Jeff Johnstone 
 

Re: J/111 Class Rules and ISAF Status 
 
We’re pleased to report that we now have an ISAF approved version of the J/111 Class Rules, 
which remains largely unchanged from the edition published last September 1st.   Other than 
some house-keeping items (renumbering, typos, etc.) the following are the most notable 
updates: 
 
#C.3  CREW – Both C.3 and C.3.1 were re-written by ISAF’s eligibility committee with no change 
in the intent of the rule.   We’ve been assured that the process for a Corinthian sailor to get 
their Group 1 classification is very quick and easy, and free; and that once everyone goes 
through it, it provides for a much more seamless administration of events. 
 
#C.9.6.c  – A non-adjustable, soft strop (bobstay) was added to the permitted modifications for 
the bowsprit, to accommodate the great number of boats who’ve added this for distance 
racing. 
 
#D.1.3.b – As part of being an ISAF class, boats built after the class acceptance date are to be 
issued an ISAF plaque, which for the J/111 is hull #82.  These plaques are in process and will be 
sent to owners as soon as they are available. 
 
This spring we encouraged owners who had made or were considering aftermarket equipment 
modifications to send us a summary of these for verification of class compliance.  While most 
are very evident by reading the rules, in the interest of education, we’re sharing for everyone’s 
benefit.   Remember, that the rules are “Closed Class Rules” which means that unless 
something is expressly permitted, it’s not.  The class will be conducting a rules review at the 
end of the season, so will be encouraging everyone’s input.  
  

1. Boom vang set-up – is it permissible to re-rig the boom vang control line as a double-
ender to strb and port?  Yes – this is expressly permitted under #C.7.1.g. “Re-leading the 



single-ended outhaul, cunningham and/or boom vang to either the cockpit or dual leads 
port and starboard.” 

 
2. Cross Sheeting – is it permitted to attach a block to a deck mounted padeye and then 

add some chafe protection on the coaming – to allow the jib to be sheeted across the 
cockpit to the windward primary?  It is expressly permissible to add fairleads per 
#C.7.1.b.    Anti-chafe protection is permitted under #C.7.1.d. 

 
3. May a forestay load pin (measures forestay tension) be used in place of the forestay 

clevis pin?   Since the load pin is not a “like for like” substitution per #C.6.2.b and is not 
considered “tactical/navigation/communication equipment” under #C.6.2.a, it would not 
be permitted.   
 

4. May I add a swivel block on the strb cockpit coaming just aft of the tack line clutch so 
that the tackline can be pulled from anywhere in the cockpit?  Yes, this would fall under 
the additional fairleads provision of #C.7.1.b. 
 

5. Can I add storage cleats near the primary winches to secure spin sheets when not in 
use?  Yes, per additional fairleads and cleats provision of #C.7.1.b 
 

6. Can I install a cam cleat on the mast for temporary cleating of the spinnaker halyard? 
No, additional cleats are not expressly permitted under Rig Modifications (#C.9.6).  
 

7. Is a mid-deck outboard jib track permissible?   #C.7.1.e permits a “rail mounted jib track” 
only, not mid-deck.  “Rail mounted” would mean no further inboard than the hull to 
deck, solid glass joint overlap. 
 

8. May I rig a 2:1 main halyard?  Yes, all J/111 masts are built with the provision to dead-
end the halyard at the mast crane, and the 2:1 main halyard is provided standard 
equipment on the J Composites built J/111.   
 

9. Can I modify or replace the standard thru-hull fittings?  No. This is not expressly 
permitted under hull modifications so falls under Closed Class Rules.  One may however 
install any style of after-market instrument thru-hulls per #C.7.1.t. 
 

10. Can I replace the standard prop with a different prop?  The prop (and engine) are part of 
the J/111 Building Specification.  It would only be permissible to change the prop to one 
that is in the Builder’s Specifications. The standard prop on the Yanmar engine (USA 
boats) is the Flexofold 11x16, 2-blade LH standard folding prop.  The standard prop on 
the Volvo engine (French boats) is the Gori 12x15, 2-blade LH standard folding prop.  No 
other props are currently permitted. 

 


